Media Release
Canada’s Sustainability Leaders honoured at Clean50 Summit 8.0 in Toronto
Toronto, September 27, 2018 – Today, the 2019 “Canada’s Clean50” awards celebrates the
accomplishments of 50 sustainability leaders. The award winners were selected from a field of
600 plus nominees and competed in 16 widely different categories. The Clean50 Awards also
selects 10 Emerging Leaders for special recognition.
The list of winners (their affiliations, locations and related information) is available, post 8:00 a.m.
September 27th: go to www.clean50.com.
In addition to the Awards presentation, over 110 Clean50 incoming and alumni members will
gather at Wychwood Barns (601 Christie St.) in Toronto for the Clean50 Summit 8.0.
The Agenda has 30 Working sessions,10 different groups of Thought Leader participants will
propose and discuss transformational responses to climate change Collaboration is vital if
Canada is achieve net zero carbon emissions in transportation, buildings and by consumers fast
enough to save humanity.
Gavin Pitchford, the Clean50 Executive Director and CEO of Delta Management Group observed,
“The skills, intelligence and enthusiasm exhibited by the 2018 Clean50 winners, whether in their
20’s or their 70's is a refreshing counterpoint to the backsliding in some Canadian jurisdictions
related to renewable energy and climate change regulation”
The 2019 Clean50 champions selected from the business and non-profit sector have
demonstrated innovative approaches and achieved measurable success in fighting climate
change. Each has helped Canada shift towards a low-pollution, lower-carbon economy, while
building a more prosperous future.
Mr. Pitchford went on to say, “Every person on the Clean50 list has made substantial and
significant contributions in their respective fields. Some winners are more high profile such as
Mayor Gregor Robertson who has contributed enormously by prioritizing the environment and
helping make Vancouver the greenest city in North America. Others, such as our Research and
Development (R&D) winners, have made international headlines in scientific circles for the
groundbreaking ways they capture carbon out of thin air, and another destined to build the first
high speed loop train between two cities – probably before Elon Musk.“
Pitchford concluded, “This year’s winners include manufacturing CEOs, Clean tech entrepreneurs,
and the person leading a sustainable procurement initiative for the province of BC. Each year,
selecting the Clean50 winners becomes more exciting. We have the luxury of considering
nominations from across the country from a diverse range of backgrounds.”
The Working sessions are followed by a 6:45 p.m. start for dinner and awards.
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This year’s award winners will receive plaques fashioned in-part from the “Maple Leaf Forever”
tree, reputed to have inspired Alexander Muir to pen Canada’s unofficial anthem in 1867.
Past honourees include Premiers Kathleen Wynne of Ontario (who will open the Summit) ,
Phillippe Couillard of Quebec and Rachel Notley of Alberta, Vancouver Mayor Gregor Robertson,
and Galen G. Weston of Loblaw.

The Canada’s Clean50 award program and Summit were founded in 2011 by Delta Management
Group, Canada’s leading clean tech and sustainability executive search firm and their CEO Gavin
Pitchford. It was established in response to a trend the firm noted when performing executive
searches on behalf of clients: While there was growing acknowledgement that climate change was
real, and that broad solutions were needed, most were working within industry silos and not
sharing information with anyone. Having identified the issue, Delta created the Clean50 award to
identify leaders from every sector, and then hosted the Summit to bring those leaders together.
98% of honourees attend each year, and numerous past winners come back to continue to play a
role in deliberations, learn new things, and get inspired one more time.
Including small teams and Emerging Leaders, The Clean50 now numbers over 500 of Canada’s
climate change fighting rock stars, and the Summit has led to numerous cross-sector and withinsector collaborations. In addition, the Honourees’ stories have inspired hundreds of Canadians to
do more, and in many instances, simply copy what the honourees had already proven could be
done.

